
Sith Fury Interceptor

a. Name: Sith Fury Class Interceptor

b. Category: [Interceptor]

c. Proposed Shop: Celebration Store

d. Proposed Rarity: Epic

e. Item Description:  The Fury-class were one of the deadliest small crafts in

service to the Sith.  Used by prominent Sith Warriors and Sith Inquisitors as

their bases of operations.  Designed to host up to fifteen personnel,the

Interceptor is self sufficient to last lengthy operations without making port.

Manufactured by the [Sith Empire],the Sith Fury Class is a 100-meter long

[Interceptor].  Hyperdrive capable, the Fury is equipped with military grade

armor and shielding. To withstand the rigors of combat operations,its arsenal

can include quad-laser cannons, missiles or proton torpedoes. Additionally,the

vessel is complemented with advanced WhisperThrust Engines, allowing for

exceptional maneuverability and speed.

The Fury’s angular design combines the maneuverability of smaller Imperial

fighters like the Interceptor with impressive armament that rivals some of the

Empire’s larger military vessels. The Fury also features a newly designed set

of ‘strike foils’ that remain down for travel but can be expanded in short

range combat to maximize the ship’s agility and range of firepower. On the

interior, adjustments have been made to match the luxury and aesthetics

demanded of its proprietor. Advanced systems such as a cloaking device powered

https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/WhisperThrust_Engine


by rare Stygium crystals allow the ship to disappear from view and any

pursuing ship's sensors.  The ship has also been outfitted with an

experimental tracking system allowing to track a ship’s signature through

hyperspace.  Receiving command of a Sith Fury was considered an honor during

the height of the Galactic Empire.

Celebration Store's preferences.

Empty Aspect Slot Onboard Luxury Amenities (Space Vehicle Modification)

Accepts Space Vehicle Cosmetic "Infiltrator Edition" Sith Fury Interceptor has had

its interior converted to provide the epitome of

luxury and befitting any proprietor's preferences.

Enhancement (0/2) Hardpoint (0/2)

Empty Empty

Launcher (0/2) Upgrade (0/2)

Empty Empty

Justification: Sith Fury Interceptor

Wookieepedia Sith Fury-class_Imperial_interceptor

The Sith Fury [Interceptor] is one of the most versatile starships in the Sith Empire

fleet. Though initially designed for high-priority military missions, the Fury became

a favorite among Sith Lords and the latest models were engineered accordingly. With

its impressive armament that rivals some of the Empire’s other larger military

vessels. The ship's capabilities easily transform it into an anti-strike fighter

platform, eliminating multiple enemy fighters single handedly.  The Fury’s

combination of sublight speed and maneuverability was comparable to most

starfighters.  Giving pause to those who face off against it.  Then just as easily

transition into a stealth reconnaissance platform to infiltrate enemy positions

undetected.

Length MGLT Maximum speed Hyperdrive rating

100 meters 80 MGLT (atmosphere) Class 1.5

1,050 km/h Class 18(Back-up)

Shielding Navigation system Armament Escape craft Concussion Missile

Equipped Equipped Laser Cannons (4) Equipped Launchers (2)

https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/Stygium_crystal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HFDOtPuBdY
https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/Fury-class_Imperial_interceptor


Crew Minimum crew Gunners Cargo capacity Consumables Life support

2 1 2 50 metric tons 5 months Equipped

Communication systems Other systems

Hypercomm Equipped Strike Foils




